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Reinforce  Extend  Innovate

CONSULTATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE
CONSULTATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE

• Ensuring that the process for developing this vision is consultative and collaborative

• I will be speaking to the Elected Officials, Secretariat (core and enlarged), heads of branches and sections, along with other relevant stakeholders

• Co-created vision: Representative as possible of the views of the membership, along with their vision for the future of ICA
REINFORCE AND EXTEND

• Reinforcing and broadening our network in regards to the associations we involve ourselves with:
  • International Federation of Library Associations
  • Digital Preservation Coalition
  • iPres: International Conference on Digital Preservation
  • ARMA and IRMS
  • UNESCO

• Role of archives in accountability and transparency
  • Open Government Partnership and Open Data
  • Making the role of archives and records core to international initiatives
INNOVATE

• Recognising the changing nature of archival practice and what this means for the profession in digital:
  • Algorithmic accountability
  • Data science in archival practice
  • Transparency and audit in digital archival practice
  • New ways of making accessible the record, not being bounded by current paper methods accessibility

• Building capacity in low-resource environment
  • What does digital preservation on a shoestring look like?
  • Records Management both paper and digital

• Research and experimentation
  • Hackathons
  • Actively participating in research initiatives, spearheading our own research
QUESTIONS?